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December 3rd: Either of the November prompts or your choice
November 20th: Mabel always looks guilty
November 5th: Write a piece that starts with dialogue or a very strong action
October 16th: Two prompts to choose from. Do one or both:
1) Describe something that always makes you think “What if?”
2) Write about your celebrity crushes.
September 25th: You have two prompts to choose from. Choose one or both:
1) Write a piece using the words magazine, pantry and telephone or
2) You are allowed to relive one day or experience from the time you were
thirteen. What do you choose?
September 10th: Start with the Cool Whip container…..
August 21st: We are working on adding sensory details to our writing, so our
prompt is to add as many of the senses as we can (but at least two) to any piece
you write.
August 6th: Write two stories about how you came by an object that means a
great deal: one story is real and the other one is not.
July 24th: 1. Write about a phrase from your childhood that your parents or
you used or
2. You’re an imaginary friend and he/she is growing up. You’re fading
away….
July 9th: 1. Go to a public place and observe a person. Write about him or her.
2. Write a phrase from your childhood that influences you today.
May 7th: …..if I was young again.
April 17th: Write a poem, bring a favorite poem or
‘It was the sound that brought it back….’
April 2nd: Write a story including these words: cycle, bar, said, silence and
box….or open a drawer and write about something inside.
February 21st: Six years later the memory of……still haunts her.
February 6th: It happened at the stop light.
January 2nd, 2016: Bring a past writing thats a particular favorite so we can
hear it again and if you have time the prompt: ‘I met him in the produce aisle.’
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